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66 to relate 46993 
never don't try find me, why 
why? 'cause I'm lost in the clouds 
earregular boss int he house 

I don't hear what you hear nigga 
because I hear difference you label me a weird nigga 
I like that, and I like mix and dark and some clear liquor
for the night girl, although we ain't the same I cheers
with you 
then I might back listening to doors records while I get
groupie horse naked
if it's a blood and then gore message 
to the movie I'm short catchin 
my brain is a forth plaxin 
got me label is your message 
nigga nigga wanna ignore message 
your pissy port message 
..a bitch opposite.. 
while you mad at your bitch 
'cause you know she at the back of..on my dick 
you gotta be sick, girl I have been thinking.. 
stack of this record we better we place..is that never be
quits 

Oh 1 2 3 4 my nigga 
doing for much with fire I'll be my nigga 
6007 h100 degrees my river 
ain;'t the regular mind state but it fried 9 leaver, huh 
but the state .. 

2 x 
Earregular, we're nebula 
dear secular that's 'cause we seat here next to you 
we're giving a fear mess with original witch dress for
you 
dear pressure that ignorant..the death niggas 

I know that my style is different 
mean while I get frowns and.. 
he better know, we let it go 
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flee never go, see that a pro 
will make the sounds breaking down the distance 
I get the psyche blonde 
when I seat and I write these songs 
then I fuck on the..on 
plup plup plup so the women it might be wrong 
in the middle of the night he goes 
and the white for the 90 goes 
stop stop stop stop stop 
so many sicknesses that I get..but nigga never
disappeared 
I know,,.get this real stupid.. and I take the.. 
with the number..I was been erased 

When I rhyme I design as it mine less 
you can find tag flowin up the devying stretch 
never spion less spider case a rhyme.. 
like Stevie made it in a sign sense 

Hook: 
Earregular, we're nebula 
dear secular that's 'cause we seat here next to you 
we're giving a fear mess with original witch dress for
you 
dear pressure that ignorant..the death niggas 

Y'all mother fucker stuck with stupid 
I gotta be clear if you ..you fifteen 
yeah that's nigga I'm on the grass 
look in the bastard I sin the..but I get a pastor 

Hook: 
Earregular, we're nebula 
dear secular that's 'cause we seat here next to you 
we're giving a fear mess with original witch dress for
you 
dear pressure that ignorant..the death niggas 
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